H be anregular finite graph, and put . 1) If a perfect totally dominant subset exists for , then it is minimal; 2) If and a perfect totally dominant subset exists for , then every minimal totally dominant subset of must be perfect. Perfect dominant subsets exist for when and satisfy specific modular conditions. Bounds for , for all follow easily from this lemma. Note: The analogue to this result, in which we replace "totally dominant" by simply "dominant", is also true.
Introduction
Let be a graph. In this paper, each edge of a graph must have two different endpoints; also, two vertices may be linked by at most one edge. A subset Z of vertices is said to totally dominate G if every vertex of G has a neighbor in Z. We say Z perfectly totally dominates if every vertex has exactly one neighbor in Z. Next, suppose that G is finite. In this case, we say a totally dominant subset Z is minimal if      ,
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Z is the smallest size possible among all dominant subsets. This minimal size is denoted by
For
, we say that a graph G is r-regular if every vertex is the endpoint of exactly r edges. Suppose G is regular. A subset Z which perfectly totally dominates is clearly minimal. If a perfect dominant set does not exist, we can search for minimality among dominant subsets Z by counting "overlaps". That is, for each Z -overlaps is strictly less than the sum of 2 Zoverlaps.
These elementary links between minimality, perfection and overlaps may fail if G is not regular. For arbitrary theorists, a challenge is to specific assertions that apply to a broad family of graphs.
The following conventions graphs, all sorts of behavior is possible. For graph will be used here. 
and v has exactly one neighbor in v Z  Our theory implies that, in this context, if a pe minant subset exists, it is minimal and every minimal dominant subset is perfect.
A proof of minimality has two par set; then prove no smaller totally dominant subset can exist. The examples here are drawn from Gravier [1].
Assume n is even. In this case, k n P C  is bipart entify n C with n   in the stan way. We can "color" the vertices: we say  
 is e and whit if i j ven e  is od hen every edg ks a black vertex with a w one. If Z dominates k n P C  , then the set of black members of Z dominates all white vertices, and the white vertices of Z dominate all the black. Consequently, a minimal dominant subset is a disjoint union of two minimal "color" dominant subsets; each a subset of one color vertices that dominates all vertices of the other color. Furthermore, the "shift by 1" automorphism of If k is even, this pattern does not quite wo In rk. ill trated in Figure 2 for 8 k  , one can build a pattern by taking triangular wed of the first pattern, and pairing them with a skew reflection. The latter pattern can be repeated throughout k
bution of his pa e contri t per is a set n alternate construction of a lower bound. The bound is met for these perfect subsets. Next, using these subsets, one can establish a general upper bound for k m P P  for all m .
A Tie with Perfection
Gravier [1] proves that the Z consisting of the middle row of 3 n P P  , for any n , s a minimal totally dominant subset. Obviously, this choice of minimal i For each integer 1 j k   , put subset pro blocks, duces many overlaps. By rotating 3 3  we can produce other minimal dominant se th fewer overlaps, as in Figure 3 . Furthermore, if n is a multiple of 4, there is a variation which is a perfect total domination of 3 n P C  , as in Figure 4 . The flexibility in the number of s which are dominated by more than one member of ts wi vertice Z reflects the presence of vertices of two degrees, namely 3 and 4.
In this example, the size of a minimal, imperfect to
Weights
ts of theorems based on series.
tally dominant subset "ties" the size of a perfect totally dominant set. Can a minimal subset be smaller than a perfect one? We prove that a tie is rare, and that beating is impossible.
We have two se or G a graph and Z a dominant (but possibly not totally) subset, and
and v e such that and 
Theorem 4 Assume the hypothesis and construction of Lemma 2 and Definition 3. Let H be a finite graph, and put n H
 and k G P H   . (A) If   Z V  G is totally dominant, then         score t Z , . 2 , 1 Z n r k r r k       (B) If   Z V G  is dominant, then         score Z 1, . 3 1, 1 Z n r k r r k         AFor k   , let     Ind 1, , k k   . Notation et k 6. L   .(5)z   1 T 1 ( , , ) for . k k z z z           For each , let 1 i k   i  k nal bei i i k k z i z rz z i k z rz i k            (6)    , if , , Ind , , 1 if is1or 1 0 otherwise. i j r i j i j k L r k i j            , Note that   , L rk k  matrix such that   , Ind , i j k            , , , 1 i f , , , , 1 i f . i j r i r k j i j M r k r j r k i j i                      is essentially   1 , r k L  .
Relevant Sequences convexity for functions of a i j 
As we shall see, the m
There is a discrete analogy to single real variable. We recall some basics. 
Proof. In what follows, a sum from any integer to 
